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Subject of my thesis: Historical development of the pharmaceutical work in the hospital Na 
Františku in Prague. 
Aim: To describe the history of the pharmacy and its activities from the start until today.  
Methods: Elaborating historical documents from the National Archive in Prague, the Czech 
Pharmaceutical Museum in Kuks, the Prague City Museum, the City Library of Prague, 
interviews with contemporaries and other thesis.  
Results: The history of the pharmaceutical work in the hospital Na Františku is connected 
especially with the Hospitaller Order of St. John of God, who came to Prague after the battle of 
the White Mountain in December 1620. The pharmacy was probably grounded in 1624. Since 
that time, the pharmacy had been working without a break until 1941 when it was converted into 
a German military hospital. It was in 1945 when the pharmacy was renewed again. In the 
beginning of 1950 it was nationalized and became a part of a state company Medika. From 1960 
till 1993 the pharmacy belonged to the Pharmaceutical Service of Prague and since 1993 it has 
belonged to the hospital Na Františku as one of its wards. Today as well as in the past it has been 
a public pharmacy.  
Conclusion: Despite of some troubles in gaining historical documents I successfully managed to 
describe the history of the pharmacy.       
 
